
The Best of the Indies

It's March 1 and we are one day closer to spring, which has us thinking not just
about books but also about sunshine and flowers. With that in mind, today we
are going to recommend that you take a moment to sit back and listen to one of
the prettiest things we've heard in a long time: a cover of the song "Wildflowers"
by the Wailin' Jennys. Enjoy! 

“If I should ever die, God forbid, let this be my epitaph: The only proof he
needed for the existence of God was music.” ― Kurt Vonnegut, Man Without a
Country

Do you know someone else who loves books? If yes, please forward this email
to a friend. Thanks!
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Literary Fiction and Creative Nonfiction
Postmarked Piper's Reach by Adam Byatt and Jodi
Cleghorn
"An elegant snare camouflaged with sweet nostalgic longing for a
simpler past." -Dave Versace. In December 1992, Ella-Louise Wilson
boarded the Greyhound Coach for Sydney leaving behind the small
coastal town of Piper’s Reach and her best friend and soulmate, Jude
Smith. After twenty years of silence, a letter arrives at Piper’s Reach
reopening wounds that never really healed. "A timeless piece of love,
regret, and redemption that is both brilliant and heartbreaking." -Rus
VanWestervelt From $2.99 SHOP NOW / More
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The Days of Miracle and Wonder, Stories by Irene
Zabytko
If Nikolai Gogol had a child with Vladimir Nabokov, their offspring
would be the characters in The Days of Miracle and Wonder. The
stories in this exciting new collection by award-winning fiction writer
Irene Zabytko feature famous and infamous people with historical,
political, spiritual, and even sinister ties to Ukraine. “Irene Zabytko
has shown that a writer can tell great stories and still have a
Ukrainian point of view.” -A. J. Motyl, author of The Jew Who Was
Ukrainian From $4.99 SHOP NOW /  More

The Munich Girl by Phyllis Edgerly Ring
What family secrets is a portrait of Eva Braun hiding? Fifty years after
World War II, Anna is plunged into the treacherous world of the
Munich girl who was her mother's confidante - and Hitler's lover -
and finds her every belief about right and wrong shattered.
“Historical fiction that reads like memoir.” -Philadelphia Inquirer From
$0.99 SHOP NOW / More

Mystery Thriller Crime and Horror
Rattletooth: A Short Story by Brandon Lee Tolin
What happens when cold war Russians experiment with hybridization
and combine DNA from different species? Embark on a whacky
horror yarn in the redwood national forest, where two forest rangers
and a group of police officers uncover a ridiculous plot of DNA
fusion, terrorism, and military experimentation. From $0 SHOP NOW
/ More

Romance
Where Flowers Bloom by Nikki Vale
"Where Flowers Bloom is as much a story about reconciling the past
and finding oneself as it is a steamy romance where the heroine must
make an impossible choice between two men." -Caitlin Lyle Farley for
Readers’ Favorite. This novel is a Romance (both Historical and
Contemporary) with Mystery and Suspense, all neatly rolled into one
story. "What a memorable journey this is!" - Amazon Review. "A
passionate love forever!" - Amazon Review From $0.99 SHOP NOW
/ More

The Academy Saga by CJ Daly
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"A superb read that will appeal to fans of The Hunger Games and
Twilight, The Academy is recommended without reservation." -Book
Viral. Seventeen-year-old Katie Connelly should be careful what she
wishes for. When two mysterious guys crash into her small country
town, she thinks her wish has come true...until her life gets dumped
upside down. A Readers' Favorite 5-STAR Suspense Romance. "Can I
just give The Academy Saga 500 STARS? 5 just doesn't seem like
enough." Bookblogger Paula @P&P From $3.99 SHOP NOW / More

Children and Young Adult
Struck by Rachel Langley
Finalist in the IAN 2018 Book of the Year Awards and described as
“the perfect young adult sci-fi novel” by the Midwest Book Review,
Struck is a fast-paced novel about one family’s resolve amidst loss
and uncertainty. When everyone from their small town disappears,
four siblings hide from the authorities, hoping they can figure out
what happened. A strange man arrives, claiming he can help them,
and they must decide whether to trust him or be separated from
their loved ones forever. From $1.99 SHOP NOW / More
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